ii4	Retail Shops
1921 and 28-1 per cent, in 1935, but the most striking feature in this
class is the complete absence of wireless shops in 1921 and their
comparative importance in 193 5. In the latter year they formed 10-6
per cent, of the total number of departments in the class and num-
bered 54 departments. This type of shop seems to be one which is
suited to the small man, and its establishment in response to a rapidly
growing demand is therefore easy.
Other shops catering mainly for leisure activities show various
changes. Photographers and photographic dealers and stationers
declined (the former from 44 to 36, the latter from 25 to 12). The
number of bookshops decreased from 27 to 20, a decrease which is
probably due not to a decline in reading but to the extended use of
lending libraries, public and commercial. The growth in the number
of newsagents from 2 5 to 41 testifies to the growing appeal of national
newspapers with their wide range of articles and to an added interest
in national news, especially sporting. The enthusiasm for outdoor
games which has become more marked in recent years has stimu-
lated the increase of athletic outfitters from 4 in 1921 to 14 in
193 5. On the other hand, cycle dealers have decreased from 54 to
50, but the use of garages, at any rate for repairs, probably explains
this.
In ckss E (miscellaneous) there was an increase in the predominat-
ing group, 'shopkeepers*,1 from 162 to 212 (51-2 per cent, of the
whole ckss to 61-6 per cent.). This was mainly due to a krger num-
ber in the vilkges. Blacksmiths diminished in number, as was to be
expected; in 1921 they formed 16-5 per cent, of the ckss, by 193 5 the
proportion had sunk to 9-9 per cent.
A study of the reports of the Oxford Co-operative and Industrial
Society for the second half-year of 1920 and the first half-year of 193 5
provides an illuminating commentary on the effect of the growing
popuktion on Oxford's retail trade. In that period the total member-
ship (i.e. inclusive of non-trading members) of the society increased
from 12,535 to 26,290 and the net sales rose from £257,000 to
£45o,ooo,2 an increase which must represent a considerably greater
increase proportionately in the quantity of goods sold, since the
Ministry of Labour's index of retail food prices declined from 272
to 121 in this period. The net sales in the various departments
altered in very different degrees. Grocery and bakery sales with an
1 This description is used in the directories for the small general shop which stocks
a variety of goods but not in sufficient quantities to justify inclusion under the other
trade headings.
z It is interesting to note that in the same period the amount of 'owings* grew from
£1,638 to £12,025.

